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WORKING WITH PARTNERS AND COMMUNITIES TO 
MAKE FIFE A FAIR, EQUAL AND INCLUSIVE PLACE 

TO LIVE, WORK AND STUDY

Fife Centre for Equalities



ABOUT FIFE 
CENTRE FOR 
EQUALITIES

Fife Centre for Equalities (FCE), funded by Fife Council,
started in 2014 with the VISION to inspire and enable
everyone we work with to take action that makes Fife an
equal, fairer place to live, work and study. 
 
FCE’s MISSION is to develop a harmonised approach to
build a collective voice to champion equality, diversity,
inclusion and  social justice. 
 
Our VALUES are to work with honesty, integrity, respect
and transparency, and strive to demonstrate a full
inclusive approach in everything we do. We want
everyone we work with to share these values in the
belief that they will help make Fife a fairer and more
equal place.  
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WHAT WE DO

Building skills and confidence in managing equality
issues; 
Creating innovative inclusive practices; 
Unlocking untapped talents; 
Improving reachability and responsiveness to service
users and customers. 
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We are a local information and resource centre that helps
organisations and businesses with:

We also support individuals and communities with:

Dismantling societal and structural barriers; 
Strengthening self-confidence to be themselves; 
Building a universal voice to champion equality,
diversity, inclusion and social justice.



CHAIR'S 
STATEMENT
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Andrew Barker

This has been another busy year for Fife Centre for Equalities with multiple
events and engagements taking place all across Fife.  The staff and
volunteers have continued to show huge commitment to the aims of the
organisation and indeed to equality as a whole.  As in any organisation
there have been changes in staffing over the course of the year but I am
certain that we have a team in place which will build on the work done to
date to ensure a fairer and more equal Fife. 
 
The Board has also seen change during the year with valued members
moving on and new faces joining.  My thanks go to all, both old and new for
the work they have done in supporting both me and the organisation as a
whole.  I am delighted that we have a strong board in place which will allow
us to continue with the crucial work of the Centre. 
 
FCE could not exist without the support of Partners and we have been
fortunate to have Partners in place who have supported us fully throughout
the course of the year.  I look forward to these partnerships continuing in
the future. 
 
The task facing us as an organisation cannot be underestimated but I look
forward to the year ahead and the opportunity to build on the work
undertaken to date. 



MANAGER'S 
STATEMENT

I would like to start by thanking the staff and board members
for their hard work over the past year.  There were some
variations with the make-up of both staff and board.  Despite
the minor challenges, we continued to keep on track and deliver
quality services to people of Fife. 
 
Below are some of the highlights of our outputs: 
1. Publication of 11 significant documents. 
2. Creation of ‘Equality Watch’ to provide latest updates on
Equality News via FCE’s website and social media. 
3. More than 1,500 people received weekly and monthly
electronic newsletters from FCE. 
4. Responded to 157 enquiries. 
5. A total of 120 people attended 11 workshops. 
6. Bespoke support was given to seven organisations. 
7. Active Schools Fife being the first recipient of Bronze award of
Equality Pathfinder 
8. 122 people joined Equalities Participation Network. 
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Nina Munday



MANAGER'S 
STATEMENT 
(CONT)
9. 3,500 people participated in the first Fife Pride, a joint
initiative with partners of the LGBTI+ Network. 
10. FCE participated in 19 strategic partnerships. 
11. 23 consultations were promoted. 
12. Three roundtable discussions held.  
13. 1,500 people attended eight events during Diversity Week
Fife 2017, with 48 organisations participating in the programme. 
14. Five volunteers and two placement students were
supported. 
15. Eight Board of Trustees meetings held. 
 
Going forward, FCE will support Fife Council with its ‘Plan for
Fife’ to help make Fife a fairer place for all.  FCE's service level
agreement with Fife Council outlined the work that we will do to
meet their objectives i.e., Opportunities for All; Thriving Places;
Inclusive Growth and Jobs; and Community Led Services.  Please
feel free to browse our website to see our on-going work. 
 
We look forward to delivering a range of new initiatives across
Fife soon.
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PROUDEST 
MOMENTS

Last year was my first year at Fife Centre for Equalities and my
first full time job as a modern apprentice. The biggest
achievement for me was completing my modern
apprenticeship, learning not only how FCE works but also how
to work in a team, how the workplace operates, what is involved
in my role and how it contributes towards ensuring that FCE is a
centre for excellence.  
 
The support from the rest of the team was brilliant and enabled
me to learn at a steady pace, understand the role I played,
progress with my training and become a fully-fledged member
of FCE. I still have a lot to learn however with the wide range of
opportunities and support I’m on my way.
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Lewis Bainbridge



PROUDEST 
MOMENTS

This year I have been involved in various activities and pieces of
work as the Engagement Officer for Fife Centre for Equalities,
but if I had to name one thing that I want to promote and I am
proud of this year it’s the Accessible Events Toolkit. 
 
As the Engagement Officer I get out and about a lot and attend
a lot of events, meetings and gatherings. One thing that I am
really aware of is how we can unknowingly make it hard for
people to come along and participate in these things if they
have any form of barrier because of a protected characteristic,
be it a physical, sensory, learning ,language or cultural. 
 
The Accessible Events Toolkit gives you advice and practical tips
about how to make events, meetings, and any sort of gatherings
more accessible, and it includes some tips to help cut costs. And
best of all, its free and anyone using the toolkit will find, with
forward thinking and knowledge, so many barriers that stop
people attending can be reduced. 
 
If anyone is unsure how to use the toolkit or need some extra
guidance, Fife Centre for Equalities can help, just get in touch.
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Pat Greenhough



PROUDEST 
MOMENTS

Where should we start when advancing equality? Everyone has at
some point experienced prejudice, just as everyone also knows of
discrimination across all walks of life. Campaigns usually start just
there, where the power of sharing the truth of injustice can lead to
long-term change.  
 
To help campaigns develop into social movements that do more than
shouting louder, we need to become familiar and understand all the
barriers and types of discrimination that continue to exist and that is
actually ‘ok’ if this is complicated. This is a time when simply
following a cause, a brand, a post or a social profile actually leads to
real complications. We need to know more about the divides and
injustice than those that we became aware of by circumstance or
even by choice. 
 
The ‘Equality in Fife’ report is only the start of this approach, as it
documents areas of life we all share in principle (education, work,
justice etc) and yet experience very differently due to our
characteristics. It is clunky, messy and I sure know it takes a lifetime
to pull together - just as our uneven and unequal lives - but hopefully
it will lead to better understanding of what should be done to make
them fairer. 
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Elric Honoré



ACCOUNTS
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OUR PEOPLE

Mr Andrew Barker, Chair 
Mr Dave Davies, Vice Chair 
Mr John Jones, Treasurer (resigned 1 February 2018) 
Mr Saeed Akbar (appointed 1 May 2018) 
Miss Kerrie Marie Friel (appointed 15 May 2018) 
Dr Fiona Kumari Campbell (appointed 7 March 2018) 
Mrs Lee Ryan 
Mrs Lorraine Scott (appointed 27 November 2017) 
Ms Louise Yannetta (resigned 4 December 2017) 
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Board

Staff

Nina Munday, Manager 
Elric Honoré, Development Officer 
Pat Greenhough, Engagement Officer 
Lewis Bainbridge, Information and Communications Assistant 
Catherine Bowie, Finance and Administration Officer 
Kathryn McCulloch, Administration Assistant 



CONTACT US
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